


In today’s world, a brand’s online presence is most likely it’s first point of contact with consumers. In an online marketplace 
oversaturated with visual imagery and used by a growing number of digital-savvy consumers, it’s imperative your online presence 
captures the right target market with high-quality visuals and strong messaging.

At the RSVE, we tailor-make visual content specifically aimed at captivating your target market. We ensure your brand is equipped 
with the right visual assets to connect and engage with your consumers effectively. All our deliverables are designed to improve
the quality of your brand’s content, grow your online audience to increase leads, and meet your internal marketing goals.



We live in a digital world, consumed by instant gratification and information, readily available at our 
fingertips. Our mission is to shape the automotive digital landscape by providing your brand with exclusively 
tailored visual representation and content to lead online.

We pride ourselves on visual brand storytelling that captures the hearts of your visitors and turns them into 
returning clients. We tailor our work to suit each dealer's individual needs within brand-approved CI 
guidelines. 



* Example of Porsche Third party advertising assets
* We capture all dealer stock with the same strict Placement and brand CI approved guidelines, to ensure conformity
across all third party selling platforms.



* Examples of Jaguar Brand CI Approved photography. 
* We capture dealer stock and upload digital assets online, ensuring content is readily available and easily 
accessible by our clients.



* Example of Land Rover Brand CI Approved photography guidelines. 
* Each dealer and client has a bespoke approved setting for their assets. Examples in this presentation are a single 
dealers stock of multiple brands. specific look and feel for all approved photography 



* Example of BMW Third party advertising assets.



* Example of AUDI Third party advertising assets.



* Example of Mercedes Benz Third party advertising assets



Our content is produced with the highest resolution quality and can be used across your marketing and social 
media platforms. High-quality content builds a consistent brand identity. It grabs the attention of your audience 
and helps them remember your message. When done correctly, your audience will identify your brand by its 
strong visual identity. 

We’ve got you covered, no matter the online platform you use! Our content is shot in 16:9 aspect ratio, which allows 
users to view large images without pixelation, and as creators, we can include bold backdrops and enticing 
scenery.



*Examples of Requested Social Media Assets for Marketing purposes.
In addition, we offer bespoke social media assets covering dealership events and additional vehicle photography
and videos.



* Examples continued - Requested Social Media Assets.
* We tailor-make our clients social media assets to give them an individual stand in the online market space,
ensuring the visual quality is of the highest standards.



With a highly experienced in-house production team, we’re equipped to produce behind-the-scenes 
footage, commercials and promotional video content. As a logistical supplier, we offer solutions for all 
your social media, marketing and commercial-spec content.

http://www.thersve.com/collection



